An optical ring network employing optical packet switching is investigated. An analytical approach allowing the computation of end-to-end cell loss ratio (CLR) is proposed. The CLR dependence on topological parameters (number of stations), network parameters (number of wavelengths), and node structure (buffer capacity) is computed assuming a uniform traffic load. A discrete event simulation confirms the analytical results.
INTRODUCTION
Optical packet switching (OPS) [1, 2] is considered to be a long term solution for broadband optical networks. Fine packet level granularity combined with WDM and intelligence introduced in optical nodes are giving the answer to the increasing demand for QoS aware communication demands. Design of OPS based networks introduces additional issues, like the cell loss ratio (CLR), which were not present in channel-based networks (OCS). Channels are currently dedicated to support an end-to-end communication of highly Sonet/SDH multiplexed traffic. On these scales, traffic variations are much suppressed, compared to the prospective "packet over wavelength solutions in future networks. Aggregation of different channels over the same wavelength is present in OCS networks but through IP, while OPS introduces full multiplexing on the optical level. The notion of CLR becomes crucial for performance evaluation of OPS networks.
NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The packet switched optical ring (PSOR) is a simple ring model based on the optical packet switching paradigm ( Fig. 1) . Each node is capable of inserting (add) and extracting (drop) traffic to and from the ring. Ingress traffic from the ring arrives to the input port, while the egress traffic exits on the output port. Traffic demands are equal between any node pair. This implies the same traffic load on all links in the ring. A cell-based synchronous communication model was chosen for the operation of the ring.
Node Structure
Each node has an optical packet switching capability. The switch is structured as an unblocking space switch with output buffering and full wavelength conversion. Wavelength conversion allows better buffer utilization and smaller CLR [3] . Figure 2 depicts the general node model. Input traffic flows are demultiplexed (demux section) and their wavelength is adjusted to match the free wavelength in the appropriate fiber delay line (FDL), or a free wavelength on the output (wavelength conversion section). Wavelength conversion section comprises tunable wavelength converters. A control unit determines the output wavelength according to the information extracted from packet headers, and information on the occupation of the buffer on the required output. The set of internally used wavelengths is the same as the set of input/output wavelengths. Therefore, wavelengths used for potential cell buffering correspond to output wavelengths. The switching section does the space switching to the appropriate output. Switching is done on the demultiplexed packet level. Outputs are multiplexed and sent to the chosen fiber delay line (FDL).
All input signals to a node in the packet switched uniform ring are wavelength division multiplexed (WDM signals), including add and drop signals. The switch is all- optical as it processes only optical signals without converting them to electrical domain. This assumption can be justified taking into account that the packet switched uniform ring models a core optical network with nodes handling aggregated traffic from access/metro networks. Client packets (eg IP datagrams) are packed into optical packets in the aggregators at the network edges (access/metro nodes), and further multiplexed as the input (add) signals for the PSUR nodes. Client packets are extracted in disaggregators from the optical packets, which are transmitted as multiplexed drop signals from PSOR nodes. The aggregation and disaggregation is performed in the electrical domain (electrical memories). The design options for network edge and core nodes, including the interface between them, is given in [4] , and goes beyond the scope of this paper. Each node output is buffered using fiber delay lines. Each buffer always contains a direct connection to the output, which does not introduce any delay. A buffer capacity, expressed in the number of cells that can be stored (C ), is determined by the number of fiber delay lines that introduce a delay
where n F DL stands for the number of fiber delay lines (not counting the direct connection), and n w for the number of wavelengths used in the buffers. This number is equal to the number of wavelengths used in the network. The left side of Fig. 3 depicts the structure of the optical buffer comprising B fiber delay lines and a direct connection between the buffer input and output (line denoted as 0). Lengths of other fiber delay lines that introduce a non zero delay are proportional to a base length denoted as D . The delay introduced by the fiber delay line with a base length is usually equal to the slot duration. This buffer model with fiber delay line lengths which are all proportional to the same base length is often denoted as a degenerate buffer. The consequence of such buffer structure is that the introduced delay is proportional to the slot size. The number of switch outputs is the multiplication of the number of switch inputs by the number of fiber delay lines making each buffer.
We have assumed in this model that a buffer contains B fiber delay lines with varying lengths. The alternative could be a buffer with B fiber delay lines of the same length, with the distinction that the fiber delay lines are making a chain, ie that exit of a fiber delay line is connected to the input of the next fiber delay line, as depicted in Fig. 4 . The output of the last fiber delay line is connected to the zero delay line. A multiplexed signal can be inserted at the input of the chain what inserts the longest possible delay, or at any part of the chain where the exit of one line is connected to the input of the next one. This alternative reduces the total length of needed fiber delay lines. An overview of optical buffering is given in [5] .
Optical buffer for cell base communication can be modeled as an array of n w first-in-first-out (FIFO) queues, each corresponding to one wavelength. The capacity of a single queue is C b = B . During each slot a control mechanism has to serve the newly arrived cells in that slot. If the required exits are available, the cells are directly transmitted to the exits using the zero length fiber delay line. If the requested output cannot accommodate all cells, some of them must be buffered. The control must assign a pair (wavelength; fiber delay line) to each cell being buffered. This choice is straightforward in the case of cell buffering, as it corresponds to selecting a shortest queue. The selection of the queue determines the wavelength on which a cell will be buffered. The position on which the cell would arrive in the queue determines the fiber delay line that has to be used for buffering on selected wavelength. We have assumed that all wavelengths are accessible to all cells. The selection of the wavelength and the fiber delay line becomes more complex for buffering of the packets with variable length, as discussed in [6] .
We will use an example given in Fig. 5 to illustrate the described buffering procedure. We assume that in the time slot T three cells, being A, B and C , arrive to the same output, and that the queue corresponding to the wavelength x is the shortest (in this case empty). The buffer has three non zero delay lines. Cell A is directly transmitted to the output, while cells B and C are buffered at queue positions 1 and 2 respectively. Cell B is hence sent to the fiber delay line D , while cell C is sent to the fiber delay line 2 D , as depicted in Fig. 5a . The order of cells analyzed here is arbitrary. In the next time slot, being T + 1 , a new cell D arrives to the same output, as depicted in Fig. 5b . The cell B is being transmitted, and cell D arrives to the second position in the queue. Cell C is still in the delay line 2B according to the design depicted in Fig. 3 , or has passed to the next stage in Fig. 4 .
Ring Traffic
Each station generates the same traffic volume for every other station in the network, implying that all parts of the ring are equally loaded. The analytical model requires calculation of switching probabilities and loads on all switch ports. Figure 6 shows the port utilization. Input Each station generates c traffic to every other station resulting in (n − 1)c of total traffic volume generated in a station. Traffic on the drop port is equal to c. The ring load is equal to n(n − 1)c/2 . Forwarding probabilities for input i can be derived by dividing the drop traffic (traffic for the particular destination) with the whole traffic on input i . This produces the following ratios
(2) Figure 6 depicts the switching probabilities in the switch. This case is common to all stations because of a unidirectional ring and uniform traffic loads. Utilizations of the input and output port have been denoted as u i and u o respectively, while the utilization of the add and drop ports have been denoted as u a and u d respectively. The utilizations have been expressed per wavelength.
ANALYTICAL MODEL
The analytical model is based on the Markov chain describing the number of cells in each buffer. Each Markov chain state represents the number of cells in one buffer. Each transition represents the change of the number of cells in a buffer (Fig. 7) .
For the CLR calculation the probability of each state (number of cells in a buffer) has to be calculated. The calculation is based on calculating the probability that k cells will arrive to a buffer b in one time slot. This is equal to sum of probabilities of all cases where k cells arrive to one buffer or all probability of all possible distributions of k cells across input ports
Note that the a k b expression in the upper relation denotes the probability of k new cells in buffer b at the end of the slot, while a b (k) denotes the same probability but with some fixed distribution of k cells across inputs. Probability of r i cells arriving from an input i to a buffer b in one time slot is
Using these relations a set of equations for a Markov chain can be written. They enable the calculation of the probability that a certain number of cells will be in some buffer in a point of time. CLR values are easily calculated knowing these probabilities and the mean number of used wavelengths on some output as in [3] . The ring topology introduces a simplification of the Markov chain formulation and CLR calculation introduced in [7] and [8] . This is especially important for simplification of equation (4), because the total number of possible distributions of a number of new cells can be reduced.
As all nodes have two inputs and outputs (N = 2 ), the probability of k cells arriving to buffer on output o during one time slot can be expressed as
Probability of r i = k cells arriving from input i to buffer on output o during one time slot is equal to
Probability of r a cells arriving from input a to buffer on output o during one time slot corresponds to
For output d the fact that r i = k and r a = 0 simplifies the calculation. Probability of k cells arriving to buffer on output d during one time slot is equal to
Probability of r i cells arriving from input i to buffer on output o during one time slot is
Probability of r a cells arriving from input a to buffer on output d during one time slot is The set of equations for the Markov chain can be written as
for the output port, and
for the drop port. Summation of probabilities of all combinations is the most complicated and time consuming part of the algorithm. However, simplification introduced due to the ring model allow calculation of networks with larger number of nodes what would be time consuming in large networks with arbitrary topologies. The number of possible distributions of k incoming cells corresponds to number of cell distributions across inputs number of cell distributions across inputs
Hence, the total number of all possible combinations of cell distributions across inputs can be calculated as
RING PROPERTIES
The analytical procedure was used to evaluate the influence of the number of wavelengths, fiber delay lines, and traffic load on the link as well as the demand CLR.
Constant Load
In this measurement group the load has been kept constant. A load balancing procedure has been applied resulting in the same load among all wavelengths. Thus, the indicated load represents a ring (fiber) load, but also the load per wavelength (channel). Figure 8 depicts the dependence of mean link and demand CLR on buffer capacity. The load was kept constant (85 % on a 5-node ring) through the calculations. Buffer capacity according to Eq. (1) can be varied by changing number of wavelengths and number of FDLs. It is visible that the increase in the number of FDLs by one changes the CLR by two orders of magnitude, while the wavelength doubling changes the CLR by less than the order of magnitude. This is the consequence of the constant load. The increase in the number of wavelengths increases the number of channels in the network along with the increase of buffer capacity. However, increase of the number of channels increases the total traffic, having in mind that the link load is kept constant. This results in larger buffer, but the same load on more inputs. Therefore, more cells can arrive to a buffer in one time slot (number r i from Eq. (4)). The influence of the number of wavelengths increment becomes stronger with the increase in number of wavelengths. The weakest influence is hence in the no buffering case. The slight decrease of the CLR in the no buffering case can be explained by the influence of larger number of output wavelengths on the probability that all the wavelengths will be occupied in one time slot under the same load per wavelength. Taking into account the full accessibility of all output wavelengths to all packets that arrived to the switch in one slot this reduces the blocking probability on the output (more incoming packets than available output wavelengths) and thus the CLR. Increase of the number of FDLs only influences the buffer capacity and thus has large influence on the CLR value. Figure 9 shows the dependence of the worst link and demand CLR on the number of nodes in the ring. Due to equal link loads, all links have the same CLR, while the worst demand CLR corresponds to the longest demand. Ring load has been kept set to 0.7 erl over four wavelengths. CLR decreases as the number of nodes increases because the share of the traffic from the add port (as defined by Eq. (2)) decreases in the total traffic that goes to the output port o. With this decrease almost all traffic on input i is switched to output o, with small addition of the add traffic and drop to the drop port. The decrease of the added part decreases the probability of more cells for output o than the capacity of the output link (which is the same as the capacity of the link on input i ). This reduces number of buffered cells and CLR.
Variable Load
The second group of calculations focuses on the influence of ring load on demand and link CLR. The mean Fig. 16 . Generate-release model demand CLR has been chosen because all calculations produce the same trend. A ring with one delay line has been chosen. Figure 10 depicts the influence of ring load on the mean demand CLR. The number of nodes has been varied. The increase in the number of nodes decreases the CLR. The cause of the decrease is the decrease of the ratio of the input and transit traffic with the increase in the number of nodes. Figure 11 shows the dependence of mean link and mean demand CLR on the ring load, but from the perspective of wavelength number change. The increase of the number of wavelengths decreases the mean demand CLR. Nearly exponential dependence can be detected in all cases (in the part where load influences on CLR above the 10 13 threshold).
Cell Loss Ratio Constraint
The second calculation group is focused on determining the upper ring load value with imposed CLR constraint of 10
5 . This constraint has been imposed to the worst link/demand value. Since the worst demand CLR is the most important indicator of communication quality, the additional analysis of influence of wavelength and ring node number to the maximum load in the case of a constrained worst demand has been made. Figure 13 depicts the influence of a number of ring nodes and wavelength number on maximum allowed ring load for the worst demand value under 10 −5 (5-node ring, no buffering). It is visible that the maximum load slightly increases with the increase of number of wavelengths. This is the consequence of a slight decrease of link CLR with the increase of the number of wavelengths.
The same trend is visible with the increase of the number of ring nodes. The CLR slightly reduces due to the decrease of the percentage of the input traffic to the transit traffic. Figure 14 depicts the influence of the number of ring nodes and buffering capacity in terms of used FDLs on maximum allowed ring load under CLR constraints applied to the worst link/demand CLR. The analyzed ring employed four wavelengths. The order of the curves is the same in all three buffer capacity cases. The constraint of worst demand always produces the lowest allowed load. The trend is the same in all cases. The ring node increase and the increase of the buffer depth increase the maximum load. The gain is highest in the one FDL buffer case, where the maximum load has been increase for five times compared to the no buffering case. The increase over the number of nodes has been the largest in that case (40 %). The gain is not so visible in the no buffering case due to the very high CLR for even smaller loads, as depicted in Figure 12 , and in the two FDL case the ring load becomes very high (up to 0.7-0.9) what leaves a little room for improvement. Figure 15 depicts the same analysis as in the previous case, but on the account of wavelength number variation. The analyzed ring had five nodes. The order of the curves in each group represented by one buffer depth is the same, starting from worst demand which produces the lowest allowable load result to the worst link which produces the highest allowable load result. The trend is the same in all cases depicting the increase of the maximum load with the number of wavelengths increase. The increase is higher in the 4-8 wavelength area for the one and two FDL case, but for the no buffering case it is higher for the 8-16 wavelength area.
SIMULATION
We will propose in this section a simulation model in addition to the previously described analytical model, to illustrate the alternative approach to the CLR simulation with the same assumptions. Simulation will be performed on a simplified model, but with all characteristics that influence the network performance in terms of CLR. These include full wavelength conversion on all inputs and output buffering on all outputs. Switching is performed by strictly unblocking space switch (Fig. 16 ). Due to introduced simplifications the simulation model cannot be regarded as the verification of the analytical procedure.
The simulation model is based on the discrete event simulation. Modeling was performed using object-oriented paradigm taken from the Cosmos tool [9] and implemented in eCanpc. eCanpc is a discrete event extension of the CANPC tool [10] . The message exchange mechanism is omitted using independent traffic generation.
This method represents a network simulation conducted as a generalization of a single node simulation. A lot of studies have been focused on just one node simulation due to the long simulation execution time needed to obtain feasible results. A way to shorten execution time is to regard each node as an independent simulation entity. Its connection to the other nodes is realized through analytical determination of link loads on its inputs and outputs. In each iteration (time slot) a cell generation function is called for all fibers on all links. The speedup is achieved by the memory-less simulation because no real packets are exchanges in the network. This method does not take into account the changes in traffic pattern introduced by nodes, but assumes Poisson traffic on each node input. This can be argued, but this simplification was still used because the analytical procedure starts from the same assumption of Poisson traffic everywhere in the network.
Calculations include link and demand CLR by using analytical procedure and simulation to verify the analytical model. Nodes with no buffering capabilities and with buffering capabilities have been taken into account.
In the first group the analytical (A) and simulation (S ) results for the shortest and the longest demand in the 5-node ring network (four wavelengths, no buffering) have been compared (Fig. 17) .
Differences between A and S results are the consequence of inaccuracy introduced by the simulation. Larger CLR for longer demand is caused by more links used by the large CLR. As the cells are not actually exchanged in the simulation, there is no continuity of communication in the network which would reflect the fact that the longer CLR transverses more links. This is implicitly assumed by the cell generate function. As all cells are generated independently on all channels, there is larger probability to generate a cell belonging to the demand that transverses larger number of links. If the cells for some demand are generated more often, the number of their rejections increases. The term cell generation has to be taken conditionally, because those cells just exist in the current simulation iteration (slot). Figure 18 depicts the same comparisons but for the buffering case. A good match has been achieved for large ring loads, as the problem of the simulation inaccuracy for the larger demands is not so visible for smaller CLRs. The results discrepancy is visible for the smaller loads in both cases. It is the consequence of the impact of the number of simulation iterations (generated cells) on result accuracy for small CLRs (the number of iterations was set to 10 7 ).
CONCLUSION
This work was focused on investigating the properties of the packet switched uniform ring topology. Nodes of the packet switched uniform ring have the optical packet switching capability. Ring links are equally loaded due to the unidirectional communication and same traffic demands between all ring nodes. Cell loss ratio was chosen as the performance evaluation criteria. Cell loss ratio calculation was performed using analytical procedure based on the Markov chain, and discrete event simulation. Simulation was based on independent traffic generation for each node. The cell loss ratio results obtained by analytical and simulation method for short and long demands were compared in order to justify the analytical procedure.
The further work on this topic could include the dual ring topologies. Such approach is often used in practice as it reduces the length of the routes the packets have to use as the traffic is split in two directions always using the same route. However, ring links do not have the same load properties as this example, what requires changes to the proposed analytical model.
